
a different standard

A single button
Our products are meant to make your life more efficient and 
less complicated and should take no more than a glance to 
figure out how to use. The PowerCube |Original Switch| lives 
up to this standard with its single On/Off button to power your 
devices on and off.

Docking system
PowerCube|Extendeds| come with a unique docking system 
that allows you to mount the PowerCube on any flat surface 
so it will always be within reach. 

Removable tape
The unique docking system uses strong adhesive tape 
that leaves no traces on the surface when removed. You 
can always replace the tape with new ones to mount the 
PowerCube on a different surface.

No blockage
Our uniquely designed PowerCube prevents bulky adaptors 
and plugs from blocking each other. This means that all 
additional sockets on the PowerCube can be used at the 
same time!

Duo-charging
You can charge two USB-charging devices, such as 
smartphones and tablets, at the same time. The dual high-
power USB ports (2.1A) allow a faster charging time than 
charging via your laptop.

Cable management
You can organize your power cords by aligning the cable with 
the provided cable fix.

Always within 
reach“ ”

Specifications Extended Extended USB Extended Switch
Voltage 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A 100-250V~; 13-16A

Cord Length 1.5m & 3m 1.5m & 3m 1.5m 
Sockets 5 4 + 2x USB 4 + Switch

USB Output - 2x 5V; 2100mA (10W) -
Mounting system Included with tape Included with tape -
Standard colour Boston Red Trolley Grey Trolley Grey + Kelly Green

Available socket types A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O, A, B, D, E, F, G, I, J, A/I, N, O,
Universal Universal Universal


